We have obtained the exact asymptotics of the determinant det 1≤r,s≤L h`r +s−2 r−1´+
exp(iθ) δr,s i . Inverse symbolic computing methods were used to obtain exact analytical expressions for all terms up to relative order L −14 to the leading term. This determinant is known to give weighted enumerations of cyclically symmetric plane partitions, weighted enumerations of certain families of vicious walkers and it has been conjectured to be proportional to the one point function of the O(1) loop model on a cylinder of circumference L. We apply our result to the loop model and give exact expressions for the asymptotics of the average of the number of loops surrounding a point and the fluctuation in this number. For the related bond percolation model at the critical point, we give exact expressions for the asymptotics of the probability that a point is on a cluster that wraps around a cylinder of even circumference and the probability that a point is on a cluster spanning a cylinder of odd circumference.
Introduction
The binomial determinant det 1≤r,s≤L r + s − 2 r − 1 + exp(iθ) δ r,s
gives a weighted enumeration of certain types of nonintersecting lattice paths and cyclically symmetrical plane partitions [8] . Consider a family of nonintersecting lattice paths on an L × L square lattice subjected to the constraints:
1. Paths are allowed to move one step to the right or downward.
2. Paths are required to start from a point (0, k) with 0 ≤ k ≤ L − 1.
3. A path starting at (0, k) is required to end at the point (k, 0). Families of lattice paths of this type are in bijection with cyclically symmetrical plane partitions [9, 8] . A plane partition of an integer N is an array of nonnegative integers n j,k , such that n j+1,k ≤ n j,k , n j,k+1 ≤ n j,k and N = ∞ j=1 ∞ k=1 n j,k . Plane partitions can be represented by a pile of unit cubes by introducing x,y,z coordinates in Z 3 and placing at position (j, k, 0) a stack of n j,k unit cubes. A cyclically symmetric plane partition is a plane partition whose representation as a pile of cubes is symmetric under a cyclic permutation of the x,y,z coordinates. The bijection maps lattice paths of the above type to cyclically symmetric plane partitions that fit in an L × L × L box. Families of lattice paths containing n paths are mapped to cyclically symmetric plane partitions with n cubes on the main diagonal.
The determinant (1) has been evaluated exactly for the cases θ a multiple of π/3 [8, 3, 13] . For general θ, an approximate asymptotic expansion was obtained by Mitra and Nienhuis [19] . They numerically studied the dense O(1) loop model [7] on a cylinder. The dense O(1) loop model on square lattices can be defined as follows. At each vertex, the four edges meeting there are connected with equal probability in either of the two ways shown in Fig. 2 . The set of edges connected to each other will then form closed loops with probability 1. In Fig. 3 part of a typical example of a loop configuration is shown on a 6 × ∞ lattice. Here we have imposed periodic boundary conditions in the horizontal direction which gives the lattice the topology of a cylinder with a circumference of 6. If the circumference is chosen to be odd, then there will be "loop" spanning the entire length of the cylinder. Mitra and Nienhuis conjectured an exact formula for the probability P (L, m) that a point on a cylinder with circumference L is surrounded by m loops [18] . From that conjecture they were able to relate the generating function for the probability distribution to the determinant (1) [19] . Defining
and
the conjecture is
Here A HT (L) is the number of L × L half-turn symmetric alternating sign matrices [15, 22, 23] :
We note that the function D(L, θ) defined in Eq. 3 is an even function of θ. This follows from a symmetry property of the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of the Pascal matrix. If we put det 1≤r,s≤L [17] . For reference later on in this paper, we note that the total number of n × n alternating sign matrices, A(n), is given by [14, 24] 
The asymptotic behavior of correlations in the O(1) loop model can be calculated using nonrigorous Coulomb gas techniques, see [10, 20, 21] . As shown in [19] , this leads to the following conjecture.
where the functions C n (L, θ), which are not the same for odd and even L, have an asymptotic expansion in powers of 1/L, such that the term proportional to 1/L vanishes.
Conjectures 1 and 2 imply for
.
In Ref. [19] , the amplitude A(θ) was evaluated numerically. It was observed that:
is the same function for odd and even L.
Exact values for A(θ) were obtained for the cases θ a multiple of π/3 using the known exact evaluations of D(L, θ).
The results of this paper were obtained by making two additional assumptions.
This was also mentioned in [19] . This assumption, combined with the periodicity of φ(L, θ) implies that the C n (L, θ) are analytic continuations of each other
Another assumption we make is
This is supported by the known exact evaluations of D(L, θ) for θ a multiple of π/3 and by numerical computations which we discuss in the next section. Using Conjectures 1 and 2 and Assumptions 1 and 2, we were able to generate very accurate numerical data for the terms in the asymptotic expansion of C 0 (L, θ). This allowed us to guess the exact expressions in the asymptotic expansion up to relative order L −14 to the leading term. The asymptotic expression for D(L, θ) is given for both even and odd L by
where
Here G(z) is the Barnes G-function [1, 2, 4, 5, 6] , and the R 2k (θ) are polynomials of degree 2k + 2. For k = 1, . . . , 7 they are given by Eq. (41) in Section 3. For odd L this formula is implied by the validity of this formula for even L and Conjecture 3. In the remainder of this paper we will discuss in detail how the above expression was obtained. In Section 2 we explain how we obtained the numerical data for the terms in the asymptotic expansion. In Section 3 we discuss guessing exact expressions from the numerical data and how that led to our result. In Section 4 we apply the obtained asymptotic expansion to the loop model and compute the asymptotics for a number of correlations in this model.
Generating high precision numerical data
For convenience, we will first only consider the case of even L. We will return to the case of odd L later on in this paper. From (4), (8) , and (1) it follows that (7) and (
where the A k (θ) are even functions of θ. To compute these functions, we generated the characteristic polynomial of the Pascal matrix up to L = 200, which took a few days on an ordinary PC. Using these polynomials we could quickly evaluate the left-hand side of the above expression. This allowed us to extract the A k (θ) and their first few derivatives. Let us first see what we can conclude from the exact expressions for D L, θ = n π 3 , see Table 1 . We can expand these expressions in powers of 1/L by rewriting the product of factorials in terms of Barnes G-functions [1, 2, 4, 5, 6] and using the asymptotic expansion of the Barnes G-function, see e.g. Ref. [19] for an efficient method to do this. We note that the asymptotic expansion of the Barnes Gfunction given in some papers contains a sign error, in particular in Refs. [2, 19] . The correct expansion is
Here the B k are the Bernoulli numbers, and ζ ′ (z) is the derivative of the zeta function. This can be derived using the methods presented in [2] . A simple sign error leading to an incorrect minus sign in front of the summation over k was made in that article.
It turns out that the asymptotic expansions of the expressions in Table 1 contain only even powers of 1/L:
The absence of odd powers of 1/L suggests that for general θ, A k (θ) = 0 for odd k. Our numerical results are consistent with this (the fact that A 1 (θ) = 0 is a Coulomb gas prediction). From (13) we see that the A 2k (θ + 2πn) will also give rise to odd powers of 1/L when θ = 0 or θ = 2π/3 for odd n:
From the leading terms of the above expansions we can read-off A 0 π 3 p for p = 0, 1, 2, 3. Note that A 0 (π) is half the leading term of φ(L, π) because n = 0 and n = −1 contribute equally to the summation in (13) when θ = π. We can read-off some more A k π 3 p for k > 0, but it is not possible to find more special cases of the form A 0 π 3 p + 2πn due to mixing with the A k π 3 p . To calculate these values, we must lift the degeneracy between these terms, which can be done by considering the derivatives of (13) w.r.t. θ.
Our strategy to find A 0 (θ) was as follows:
1. Using (derivatives of) Eq. (13) obtain accurate fits for special values of A 0 (θ) and its derivatives.
2. Try to guess exact expressions for these approximate values.
3. Try to get information about the zeroes of A 0 (θ) from the fits.
4. Assuming that A 0 (θ) is of finite order, any guess about the location of all the zeroes (and their multiplicities) corresponds, by Hadamard's factorization theorem [12] , to a guess for A 0 (θ) up to a factor exp(polynomial).
Such a guess can be easily checked by evaluating summations over the zeroes of the form n m n /(α n − α) p , where the α n are the zeroes of A 0 (θ), the m n the multiplicities of the zeroes, and p is an integer larger than the order of A 0 (θ). Such summations can be expressed in terms of the derivatives of A 0 (θ) at θ = α as follows. The contour integral
where C(R) is a circle with the origin as its center and radius R, will tend to zero for R −→ ∞ if p is chosen larger than the order of A(θ). It then follows from the residue theorem that
If, using either numerical or exact expressions for the derivatives of A 0 (θ), we verify the validity of the above formula for some particular α and p, we can construct a candidate function for A 0 (θ) and verify that it fits the data. Note that it is theoretically possible for the last test to fail. E.g., it could be that p is not larger than the order of A 0 (θ) and the guess about the zeroes is also wrong in such a way that (18) is satisfied by accident.
5. If (4) fails, we could try to apply some transformation to A 0 (θ), e.g., by subtracting some function from it and consider the zeroes of the transformed function. Or we could abandon the attempt to find the function from its zeroes altogether and do some sort of brute force search instead.
Finding exact expressions from numerical data
An important result we obtained was the derivative of A 0 (θ) at θ = π/3. The numerical value we obtained by fitting the derivative of (13) was
We conservatively estimated the accuracy of this number to be ∼ 30 digits. To get an idea what the analytical expression of this number could possibly be like, let us consider the derivative of the function φ(L, θ). It follows from (8) that the leading asymptotics of the derivative is
Now, for finite L the value φ ′ L, 
It is not so clear what this number is, but perhaps we should multiply it by π because the term log(L) + γ appears with a factor 1/(2π):
This looks familiar:
− log(2) = − 0.69314718055994530941723212145817656807550013436026 . . .
So, we arrive at the following conjecture:
For general θ:
And we thus expect that
After subtracting this contribution we may not be able to recognize the remaining term as easily as in the case of θ = π/3. The problem we need to solve is in general: We suspect that some number x which we know to limited precision is a rational linear combination of some constants y 1 . . . y n . We want to know if this is true, in which case we want to find the linear combination. This type of problem can be solved using so-called integer relation algorithms. We used the Lenstra-Lenstra-Lovász lattice reduction algorithm (LLL algorithm) [16] for this purpose, implemented in Mathematica by the function LatticeReduce. In Appendix A we give a brief description of this algorithm and explain how it can be used as an integer relation algorithm.
Using the LLL algorithm were able to find more exact values for the logarithmic derivative of A 0 (θ), such as
The pattern of zeroes was not very clear at this stage. Fitting to the second derivative of (13) at θ = 0 yielded very small coefficients for the log(L) 2 L −p terms, consistent with these terms being exactly zero. This suggests that there are zeroes at 2πn for n = 0. Fitting to the first and second derivative of (13) at θ = 2π/3 yielded very small coefficients for the log(L) L −p and log(L) 2 L −p terms, respectively. This then suggests additional zeroes at 2πn ± 2π/3. Note that for odd n this coincides with (16). As we can see from (15) , the A k (θ) rapidly diverge as a function of k. This makes it difficult to extract accurate values for A 0 (θ) for θ 3π. We could only verify that the derivatives at 2π, 4π/3 and 8π/3 were nonzero. Clearly it is not possible for all the zeroes to be simple zeroes because then A 0 (θ) would have to be a trigonometric function up to a polynomial factor, which is inconsistent with the results we found so far. E.g. A 0 (θ) cannot be a product of functions like Γ(a + bθ) Γ(a − bθ). A product of functions of the form Γ a + bθ 2 is consistent with the derivatives we found, but is not consistent with the equal spacing of the zeroes. A product of Barnes G-functions is a more plausible possibility, however, then the multiplicities of the zeroes must increase linearly, but that is not what we see at the first few zeroes.
We proceeded with attempting to find expressions for higher derivatives. The presence of Euler's constant in the first logarithmic derivative suggests that in higher (logarithmic) derivatives we can expect to find polygamma functions. Using the LLL algorithm we found
where ψ p (z) is the polygamma function of order p. If the order of A 0 (θ) is 2 or higher then we need to consider higher derivatives to compute summations over the zeroes. If the order of A 0 (θ) is less than 4, then n m n /α 4 n is given by −4 times the coefficient of θ 4 in the series expansion of log[A 0 (θ)] around θ = 0. After some trial and error we found using the LLL algorithm the expression:
We can reproduce this result if we assume that all the zeroes of A 0 (θ) are at 2πn and 2πn ± 2π/3 and have a multiplicity of |n|. 
(28)
We can simplify this expression further using
and the identity:
which allows us to write
These simplifications yield the expression:
We see from (27) that this is indeed the same as −4 times the coefficient of θ
The function G(1 + z) has zeroes at the negative integers z = −n with multiplicity n and is of second order. The conjecture about the zeroes of A 0 (θ) and the assumption that the order of A 0 (θ) is less than four is thus equivalent to the statement: There exist constants a and b such that
We verified that this fits the data exactly. We found
Next, we turned our attention to the A 2k (θ). We found that the ratios A 2k (θ) /A 0 (θ) appeared to be polynomials of degree 4k. We observed that the summation over k in (13) can be simplified as follows. If we define the polynomials Q 2k (θ) as
then Q 2k (θ) is of degree 2k + 2. Our results so far can be summarized as follows. For even L, the function φ(L, θ) is given by an asymptotic expansion of the form:
(37) What about odd L? In Ref. [19] it was observed that the coefficient of the L
−3θ
2 /(4π
2 cos(θ/2) A 0 (θ). An equation of the same form as (37) for odd L would thus imply that there exist polynomials
, while for odd L we must multiply by 2 cos θ 2 A HT (L) 2 . As was observed in [19] , this leads to the same result for
Our results therefore imply that the asymptotics for D(L, θ) for both even and odd L are given by the formula:
The polynomials R 2k (θ) for k = 1, . . . , 7 are given by 
We note that the summation in the exponent in (40) is a divergent asymptotic expansion of some unknown function. If we truncate this expansion at some finite order, then the summation over n in (39) will diverge. However, since the summation over n converges very fast (independently of L), this is not an issue when doing numerical computations.
Application to the O(1) loop model and bond percolation
In this section, we consider the leading asymptotics of some correlations in the O(1) loop model and bond percolation model on the cylinder that can now be evaluated exactly. The bond percolation model at the critical point is related to the dense O(1) loop model via the bijection shown in Fig. 4 . We can see from Figure 4 : The mapping of a loop configuration to a bond configuration of the corresponding bond percolation problem. A bond is either put on an edge of the square lattice formed by the • or on the dual edge orthogonal to it on the square lattice formed by the •.
this figure that the loops of the dense O(1) loop model correspond to boundaries of percolation clusters. From (2) we can see that the generating function φ(L, θ = π/2) equals the probability that a point in the loop model is not surrounded by any loops. This probability thus corresponds to the probability in the percolation model that a point is on a cluster that wraps around the cylinder for even L, while for odd L it gives the probability that the point is on a cluster that spans the cylinder. This probability was given in [18] for even L as 
It follows from (37) that the leading asymptotics for the probability that a point is on a cluster that spans the cylinder is 3/2 times the above expression. Next, we consider the number of loops surrounding a point. By repeatedly differentiating both sides of Eq. (2) at θ = π/3, we can express the moments of P (L, m) in terms of derivatives of φ(L, θ) at θ = π/3. These derivatives can be evaluated using the derivatives of (37) and (38) at θ = π/3. Denoting the number of loops surrounding a point by N , we have
for even L,
for odd L.
Using the first and second derivatives at θ = π/3 the fluctuation in N can be calculated. This is given by
Discussion
We have obtained the exact asymptotics of the characteristic polynomial of the Pascal matrix. The form of the asymptotics was partially known due to a conjecture relating D(L, θ) to φ(L, θ). This was used to obtain accurate numerical data for the amplitude of the leading power of L. The LLL lattice reduction algorithm was used to guess exact expressions for special values of the amplitude which ultimately enabled us to find exact expressions for the amplitude for all θ and the amplitudes of the subleading terms up to relative order L −14 to the leading term. We have applied this result to the O(1) loop model and the related bond percolation model on the cylinder. Asymptotic expressions for the average of the number of loops surrounding a point and the fluctuation in this number were obtained. We also obtained the leading asymptotics of the probability that a point is not surrounded by any loops, which for even L corresponds to the probability that a point is on a cluster that wraps around the cylinder, while for odd L it gives the probability that a point is on a cluster that spans the length of the cylinder.
The methods presented here can likely be used to obtain exact asymptotic expressions for a large class of binomial determinants. E.g., in [8] , exact expressions for the determinant det 1≤r,s≤L r+s+m−2 r−1 + exp(iθ) δ r,s for arbitrary integer m and θ a multiple of π/3 were obtained. The asymptotics for general θ appears to have a similar structure as for the case m = 0 investigated in this article.
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A Solving integer relation problems using the LLL algorithm
The LLL algorithm solves the following problem. Suppose we are given n linear independent vectors v 1 . . . v n in R d with d ≥ n. Consider the set of all integer linear combinations of the v j . Such a set is called a lattice and the v j are a basis of the lattice. The basis of a lattice is not unique in general. Given the v j , the LLL algorithm finds short, approximately orthogonal, basis vectors for the lattice spanned by the v j .
In an integer relation problem, one is given a real number x which one wishes to express in terms of real constants y k :
where the r k are rational numbers. In our case, x is known to limited precision while the y k are known to arbitrary precision. We want to know if for given x and y k such a relation exists, in which case we want to find the r k . The LLL algorithm can be used to solve this problem as follows. We first multiply our number x and the constants y 1 . . . y n by some power of ten and take the floor to get integers:
We choose p such that x ′ contains only those digits of x that we know to be correct. We then define the basis vectors:
where e r is the rth unit vector of R n+2 . We take these n + 1 vectors v 1 . . . v n+1 as the input of the LLL algorithm. The output will be a set of short basis vectors for the lattice spanned by the v i . If there is a short basis vector b in the output for which the (n + 2)nd component is O(1) in n and the (n + 1)st component is nonzero, then we have very likely found an exact relation between the y i and x: 
The larger the number n of constants is, the larger we need to choose p to be able to detect a relation. The LLL algorithm is not the best available integer relation algorithm. The PSLQ algorithm [11] is faster and will yield lower bounds on the sizes of the coefficients if no relation is found. However, unlike the PSLQ algorithm, the LLL algorithm can also be used to find an unknown function given the action of a finite number of linear functionals. This would be useful in the event we need to move on to point 5 of the program described on p. 7. Suppose an unknown function f : S 1 → S 2 for arbitrary vector spaces S 1 and S 2 satisfies the relations:
for 1 ≤ r ≤ m where the L r are linear functionals and the x r are real numbers. If f is suspected to be a rational linear combination of functions g k :
where n > m, we can use the LLL algorithm to find the r k if they exist. We define 
If a short output basis vector b has a nonzero (n + 1)st component and the components (n + 1 + r) for r = 1, . . . , m are all O(1) in n, then that vector very likely defines an exact relation between f and the g k :
provided p was chosen large enough.
